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GETTING PLACENTA TO US FROM OUT OF TOWN   
Send it with a friend or in a cooler via prepaid bus.  (For bus, the package must be prepaid to facilitate a 
fast, same-day pick-up at the depot.)  A small hard-sided cooler is best, or a soft-sided cooler in a box for 
protection.  Just put the placenta into freezer-zip-locks, double bagged.  A small cooler is usually less 
than 20 to ship.  We’ll pick it up at the Regina STC bus depot.  No need to tell anyone what you’re 
shipping.   
 
Packing instructions: 

1. If you give birth at a time that means the placenta will sit in either bus-depot overnight *, then 
it’s best to take it home to refrigerate overnight, and send it in the morning.  In winter you can 
also leave it in the car overnight, and if it freezes it’s still perfectly fine for processing.  

2. Double or triple zip-lock the placenta (squeeze out as much air as possible).  Then put it in a 
cooler with ice packs or zip-locks of ice around it, especially underneath.   

3. Tape the cooler shut.   
4. Please label the cooler to “Angie Evans & Karen Herriot” so either one of us can pick it up.  You 

can put both our phone numbers on the way-bill (“306-216-8116 & 306-529-5753”), and they’ll 
usually call us when it arrives.   

5. Please send it for pick up at the depot (NOT delivery to door as that takes an extra day). 
6. Once you drop it at Bus-Depot, text us both to let us know when it will arrive in Regina. (Of 

course we still appreciate the “heads-up, i’m in labour” text from our distance clients.)    
7. We’ll text you to let you know it’s been picked up.  

 
Bus: http://www.stcbus.com/ .  We also like http://www.couttscourier.ca/ if you prefer door-to-door.  
But the bus runs a couple times every day and has lower rates.   
 
* Regina STC Bus Parcel Hours: 
7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. M-F 
7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Saturday  
12:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Sunday 
If your package arrives after 9pm then it sits in depot overnight.  Ditto if you miss the last daily bus out of 
your town.  You may wish to sort out your local schedules before birth.  
http://www.stcbus.com/locations/l_agencysingle.aspx gets you info for your local depot.   
 
 
GETTING CAPS TO YOU 
We can send them with someone who’s going your way from Regina at no extra charge, or you can add 
20 to have them sent via bus, courier or Express Post.   
 
Bus: 20 covers caps + your cooler.  Pick up your cooler and caps at your local bus depot.  We can send it 
COD on the bus if you’re unsure about birth-place, but that almost doubles shipping rates.  Open 7 days 
a week; fastest way to return caps on weekends.    
 
Courier/post:  20 only covers the caps, not the cooler.  So if you prefer door-to-door delivery then plan 
to part with the cooler, as shipping via post/courier is usually more than cost of the cooler.  (If you love 
the cooler and door-to-door service, then ask us about fees to cover its return.)  Usually just Monday-
Friday services.       
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